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ABSTRACT. If the surface of Berendon G lacier, British Columbi a, Canada, rose by 19 m above its 1963 
level a t a certa in point near the terminus it would reach the entrance to a mining tunnel. Computations a re 
made (0 see whether this is likely in the nea r future. 

vVe calcula te the changes in mass balance that would be necessary to ma ke the glacier , which is now 
retreating, start to advance a nd reach the tunnel in 40 yea rs a nd 20 yea rs respectively. T he method fits 
polynomials to the advance- retrea t data and then uses the ,\ coefficients of Nye ( 1963[b]) to infer the corres
ponding mass ba lance behaviour. It is conclucled that if the mea n mass balance should increase smoothl y 
to + 70 cm/yea r , which is a high but possible va lue, by the yea r 2003 , the ice wou lcl reach the tunnel porta l 
in 2003. But, even assuming a ra ther clrastic cleteriora tion in the cl imate in t he future ancl a concom itant 
increase of the mean mass balance, the ice will not reach the tunne l porta l within the next 20 years . 

RESUME. Computations du comjJorlement filtllT jJossible du Glacier Berendon, Canada. S i la surface clu G lacier 
Berenclon , Colombie Brita nnique, Canada, s'e leve cle 19 m a u-clessus cle son niveau cle 1963, a un certa in 
point pres cle son front, e1le a tte inclra it l'ent ree cI 'un tun nel cle mine. D es computat ions ont ete faites pour 
"oir si cela est possible dans un fu tur proche. 

Nous avons ca icule les variations d u bila n de masse necessa ires pour que le glacier, actuellement en 
retrait, commence une avance pour atteind re le tunnel en 40 et 20 a nnees respect ivement. La methocle met 
les donnees d'avance et de retra it en polynomes et utilise a lors les coeffi cients ,\ d e Nye ( 1963[b]) pou r en 
e1ecluire la comportement corresponclant clu bila n cle masse. On en conclut que si le bilan cle masse moyen 
augmenta it cloucement jusqu'a + 70 cm/an, ce q ui est un e va leur forte ma is possible, vers I'an 2003, la glace 
atteinclrait I'entree clu tunnel en l'an 2003. jVla is. meme en supposant une cleteriorat ion du climat plutat 
<:atastrophique clans le future, la g lace n 'atteindra it pas I'entree clu tunnel e1l11"ant les procha ines 20 a nnees . 

Z USAMMENFASSUNG. B erecll1lung des moglichen z lIkliliftigen Verhaltens des Berendoll-Gletschers. VVLircle sich cler 
Berendon-Gletscher (British Columbia, Canacla) a n einer bestimmten Stelle na he clem Terminus um 19 m 
Liber clen Ejtancl van 1963 erh6hen, so wLirde er d en Eingang zu einem Bergwerksstollen erre ichen. Die 
folgen clen Uberlegungensollen zeigen, wie wa hrscheinlich es ist, class clies in naher Zukunft eintreten ka nn. 

"Vir berechnen die And erungen des M assenhaushaltes, die notwenclig sin cl , um ein Anschwellen cles 
G letschers, cler sich gegenwartig im RLickgang befindet , bis zum Stollene ingang in 40 bzw. 20 J ah ren zu 
verursachen. Die Methode besteht clarin , die R Lickgangs- unci Vorstossclaten in Polynomen darzustellen 
und da nn mit Hilfe der A-Koeffizienten (Nye, 1963 [b]) auf die erforclerlichen Massenhaushaltsanclerungen 
rLickzuschliessen. Es wird geze igt, class mit einem stetigen Anste igen des M assenhausha ltes auf clen hohen, 
aber moglichen Wert van + 70 cmIJahr im J a hre 2003 clas Eis clen Stolleneingang erreichen wLirde. Sel bst 
unter der Annahme einer drastischen Klimaversch lechterung unci g leichzeitigen Zunahme des Massen
ha ushaltes in der Zukunft wird clas Eis in den nachsten 20 J a hren nicht bis zum Stolleneingang anschwellen . 

J. I NTR ODUCTION 

When engineering works are planned close to a glacier it would be a great help to have a 
reliable method of predicting the future behaviour of the glacier. No such method at present 
exists. But it is possible, in certain circumstances, to predict what the glacier response would 
be to a given variation in its mean mass balance. Ifplausible limits are then set to the possible 
future variation in mass balance, corresponding limits may be set to the variations of the 
glacier. Variations in the length caused by other factors than changes in the mass balance are 
not covered by this procedure, and therefore glacier surges are outside its scope. The strongest 
indication that an individual glacier is capable of and has experienced surges is the presence 
of folded moraines. They are not present on the glacier which is the subject of this paper, and 
there is no reason to believe that it has surged in the past. 

The calculations to be described were done to see whether Berendon Glacier (Fig. r), in 
the Coast Mountains of British Columbia, Canada, was likely to advance sufficiently in the 
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Fig. 1. B erendon Glacier, Coast Mountains of British Columbia. Canada. The tllnnel/Jortal, at the point marked X ill lower lift 
corner, was 19 m above and 180111 horizolltal0' from the edge of the ice ill 1963. Photograph taken by Austin S. Post on 
8 August 1961 

nex t 40 years or so to be a danger to the mining installations of the Granduc Operating Co. * 
T hey a re reported here because they illustrate a method that may be useful in similar problems 
elsewhere. The Berendon Glacier (lat. 56° IS' N., long. 130° 05' W. ), which covers an area 
of 33 km2 between a ltitudes of about 2400 m and 655 m , has two main branches that join 

• T he Granduc Operat ing Compa ny (subsidiary of Newmont Mining Corporation) is developing a copper 
mine situated between the upper end of Bowser River Valley, in the foreground of Figure I , a nd the L educ River 
Va lley, which lies in the background to the left of Figure I. To reach the deposit, estimated to be 32 million tonnes 
of ore a t 1.9 per cent copper , a tunnel is be ing d rill ed (begun in 1964) which will eventua lly be 16 km long. A 
concentrator of 7 000 tonnes per day capacity will be placed near the left-hand bottom corner of Figure I. An 
estimated 500 tonnes per day of concentrate will be taken by a specia lly built road which follows the edge of the 
south tongue of Salmon G lacier to Stewart, B.C. , and will be shipped to a smelter at Tacoma , Wash. P roduction 
is pla nn ed to begin in 1969. The tota l investment in these insta ll a tions is of the order of 100 mi llion dollars. 
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together at an altitude of 1100 m. It has not been extensively studied, and in this respect it 
differs from the other glaciers to which this type of theory has been applied , namely South 
Cascade Glacier, Washington, U.S.A. and Storglaciaren, Kebnekaise, Sweden. The data for 
these last two glaciers were of high quality and the results of the computations were corres
pondingly reliable; in contrast, the data used for Berendon Glacier necessarily involved a 
good deal of guesswork. In spite of this the results are thought to be significant, and certainly 
better than estimates of the likely behaviour of the glacier based on no theory at all. 

2. PROCEDURE 

The theory used , which is concerned only with changes in the glacier that are small 
compared with the overall dimensions, is developed in the five papers (Nye, Ig60, Ig63[a) , 
Ig63[b) , Ig6s[a) , Ig6S[b) ), of which Nye ( Ig63[b) ) is the most relevant for our present 
purpose and is more or less self-contained. The glacier is characterized by three functions 
B o(x), co(x), Do(x), where x is a coordinate denoting distance down the glacier, the functions 
being respectively the width of the glacier in a datum state, the velocity of kinematic waves 
multiplied by Bo, and the diffusivity of kinematic waves multiplied by Bo. To estimate these 
functions for the Berendon Glacier we used the same procedure as that already full y described 
for South Cascade Glacier (Nye, Ig63[b)) and Storglaciaren (N ye, Ig6s[a) ), the only dif
ference in this case being the paucity of the obser'vational data. 

T ABLE I 

y "- Bo ao Sox 10- ' ao q o X 10- ' D ox 10-; llo Co X 10 - 4 

m m m deg n1 2 m yea r- ' 111 3 year- I m l year- ' III year- I m ' year- ' 

0 4 000 6.2 0 0 0 0 0 
1830 2.15 

600 10000 8.0 50 903 19·3 18.0 72.0 
I 670 1.65 

I 2 0 0 11500 10.2 115 208 1 34·7 18.1 83. 2 
15 JO 0.85 

1800 8200 7-4 115 2583 59 .6 22·5 73-8 
1440 0·35 

'2400 5700 5.6 87 2 729 83·5 3 1.4 71.6 
I 380 - 0.25 

3 000 3900 6·3 62 2657 72.3 42.8 66.8 
1 320 - 0 .85 

3 600 2700 4-7 -13 248 7 90.8 57 .8 62·5 
1280 - 1.35 

-+ 200 2 100 4 .8 32 2293 81.8 71.6 60.1 
1 220 - 2.05 

-+ 800 2040 5·3 29 ·5 2047 66·3 69·5 56.7 
I 170 - 2.65 

5400 1 950 7.2 27.8 I 731 4 1.1 62·3 48.6 
I 110 - 3. 25 

6000 1 520 7.0 15 ·9 I 394 34.0 87-7 53 .2 
1050 - 3·95 

6600 1 240 4 .6 15.8 , 069 39.8 67-7 33 .6 
970 - 4.85 

7 200 840 6·5 10.8 767 20.2 71.0 23.8 
890 - 5·75 

7 800 800 11.0 7·5 477 7·35 63·5 20·3 
790 - 6·75 

8400 720 14·5 4 ·7 169 1.96 36.0 10-4 
710 - 7·75 

8790 390 '5.0 0 0 0 , 8 0·7 
z 

x . distance from head of glac ier q o = J aoB od x = discha rge 
z, height of surface a bove mean sea-level . 

B o. width of glacier D o = 3q o cot ao = diffusion coefficient x B o 
ao, slope of surface I/o = q ojSo = ice velocity 
So. a rea of cross-section Co = 4Bollo (exceptnearterminus) = wave velocity x B , 
00, mass balance in datulll state 

Suffix zero refers to datulll-state va lues 
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There are three topographical maps of Berendon Glacier (scale 1 : 1 200, contour 
interval 20 ft (6.1 m)), based on aerial photographs taken in 1949, 1956 and 1963 by Hunting 
Survey Corporation, Vancouver, B. C. The earliest one does not cover the region of the 
terminus, and none of them covers the upper reaches of the accumulation area . The da ta 
presented in Table I are based on the 1963 map, extended for the upper reaches of the glacier 
by an approximate topography taken from Sheet 104B, " National Topographic Series" of 
Canada (scale 1 : 250 000). The coordinate x (at intervals of t::..x = 600 m) was measured 
along median lines of the two major and several minor ice streams of Berendon Glacier. The 
widths of each of the individual streams, at the same x, were measured roughly along contour 
lines a nd added to obtain the function Bo(x) for the whole glacier. Since the variation of 
altitude with x is different in each tributary, the m ean a ltitude z over each interval t::..x was 
determined by weighting the altitudes of the tributary strips according to their widths. The 
variation of the mass balance a with x was then estimated from the known varia tion with 
altitude of the mass bala nces of eight other glaciers along the coast between Washington a nd 
Alaska (M eier and Post, 1962) . Combined with the values of Bo, the chosen function a(x) gave 
a negative m ean mass balance, as was likely to be true in 1963. A uniform addition of + 15 
cm/year a t a ll heigh ts was made to establish the function ao(x) giving a zero mean mass balance 
as required for the da tum state. 

An idealized stead y-state da tum glacier was thus set up which had a length approxima tely 
equal to that of the real glacier in 1963. The bedrock topography is not known and had to be 
inferred from cross-sections of the valleys in the lower part of the glacier, and estimated in the 
upper part. The annual discharge volumes q o and the ice velocities uo in this datum glacier, 
implied by the assumed mass-balance curve a nd the assumed cross-sectional areas of the 
glaciel", were reasonable but could not be checked against actua l measurements. It is clear 
tha t the resulting functions Bo(x), co(x), D o(x) for Berendon Glacier are very approximate. 
When calculating the response of the terminus it is fortunately not necessary tha t the functions 
should be known in detail in the upper reaches of the glacier, for the response is the resu lt of an 
integra tion down the length of the glacier. But it is importa nt that the value of co(x) at the 
terminus itself (x = L ) should be accurately known. For example, the response of the 
terminus to a long-term change in mean mass ba lance, aI , is given by 

L 

hI = aI I Bo(x) dX/Co(L), 
o 

where hI is the thickening at the terminus. The integral is simply the area of the glacier. An 
error in co(L ) thus leads directl y to an equal percentage error in the calculated response. 
W e estimated co(L ) as between 0.5 X 104 and 1.0 X 104 m 2 /year- ' with the most likely value 
as 0.7 X 104 m 2 /year- ' . If the object had been to compute the response of the terminus, this 
uncertainty in co(L ) would have been a serious source of error. There would also have been 
difficulties in interpreting the theory in a region where the width of the glacier is changing by 
relatively large amounts. But, in fact, the threat of the glacier to the installations was not at 
the terminus itself (x = 8 790 m ) but at a point 800 m further up-glacier (x = 7 990 m) ; at 
this position the portal of the mine workings (marked by a cross in Figure I) lay 19 m above 
the 1963 ice level. The width in this region is relatively well defined , and , as we verified by 
computation, the response at this point was comparatively insensitive to the value chosen for 
co(L ). The following calculations all refer, not to the terminus, but to this particular place, 
x = 7 990 m (x/L = 0·91 ) . 

The theory given by Nye ( I963[b] ) connects the time variation in the mean mass balance * 
a, (t ) with the time variation in the thickness of the glacier h. (t ) at the particular value of x 

* T he a, (t ) of the theory is not iden t ica l with the mean mass ba lance, but the d ifferences d o not matter in this 
appli cation . 
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through the equation 

(I) 

where the dots denote differentiation with respect to time, and the A's are numerical coefficients 
that may be computed for the particular x in question. h, (t ) m easures the rise or fall of the 
upper surface of the glacier relative to the upper surface of the fixed datum glacier. The 
values of the A's at x = 7 990 m were computed by machine by the m ethod described by Nye 
( I963[b] ) using the known functionsBo(x), co(x), D o(x) as input data, with the following results: 

1.0 = 0.0025 year- " Al = 0.12 , 1.2 = 1.8 year, 1.3 = 5.4 year'. 

The value of h, in 1963 at x = L is zero, by definition of the datum glacier. W e assume 
that h, in 1963 is also zero at x = 7 990 m , although it is probably slightly negative. The 
problem is to assess the likelihood that h, at x = 7990 m will reach a critical level (taken as 
19 m , for then the ice would reach the portal) within a specified time, say 40 years. Our 
procedure is to assume a polynomial in t for hI(t ) that is (a ) consistent with what is known 
abou t h, in 1963 and (b) will make h,(t ) have the critical value 19 m at a time 40 years later. 
W e then use Equation (1) to compute the corresponding function al(t ), and assess the likeli
hood of such a variation in the light of other mass-balance data. 

From the maps of 1949, 1956 and 1963 it was d etermined that the ice thickness in the 
region under consideration has been diminishing by about 2.4 m /year. Thus, taking t = 0 
in 1963, we have 

hI(O) = 0 , 

The simplest polynomial function h,(t ) consistent with this information is (curve LI in Figure 2) 

hl (t ) = PI t+ P2 tz, 
where PI and P2 are constants that can be determined. Then 

hl (t) = PI + 2P2t, hl (t ) = 2P 2, 

and all higher d erivatives are zero. So, substituting in Equation ( I), 

a, (t ) = (P, A, + 2P2 1.2) + (P, Ao+ 2P2 AI ) t+ P2 1.0 t'. 

Using the values of the A's and the p 's we find 

a, (t ) = - 0.03 + 0.0 1 It + o.ooo I8t" 
in units of metres and years. This is an almost linear variation in al from the value - 0.03 
m /year at t = 0 to + 0.71 m /year at t = 40 year (curve B, in Figure 2) . The mean mass 
balance in 1963 is not known, but the value - 3 cm is not unlikely. The calculation then 
shows that if the mean mass balance should increase smoothl y to about + 70 cm, which is a 
high but possible value, in the year 2003, the ice level would continue to drop until 1980, 
regain its original height in 1996 and reach the critical level in 2003 (as postulated) . 

When the calculation is repeated with the postulate that the ice reaches the critical level 
in 20 years instead of 40 years, the resulting curves are shown as L 2 and Bz in Figure 2. T his 
case is unlikely for two reasons: ( I) a steady increase of m ean mass balance to + 120 cm in 
20 years is greater than can reasonably be expected judging from other mass-balance d a ta, 
and (2) in order for the ice to reverse its trend by 1970 the m ean mass balance in 1963 had 
to be + 30 cm , while in fact it was probably negative at that time. 

If, for a third calculation, we introduce the additional restriction that the m ean m ass 
balance in 1963 was zero, we must bring in extra terms in t3 in the polynomials for h, (t) and 
a, (t ). Thus the conditions 

hl (O) = 0, hl (o) = - 2.4 m /year- " hl (20 ) = 19 m , a, to) = 0 

may be shown to give 

and hence 

al (t ) = 0.080t + O.0029t2 + 0.000020t3 

al (20 ) = 2.9 m /year- I. 
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The mean mass balance in this case has to rise steadily from zero to about + 290 cm in order 
for the ice to reverse its trend and reach the tunnel in 20 yeal-s. 

Thus it may be concluded that, even assuming a loather drastic detel-iOl-ation in the 
climate in the future and a concomitant increase of the mean mass balance, the ice will not 
reach the tunnel portal within the next 20 years. 
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APPENDIX 

FURTHER COMP UTATIONS 

W e have a lso calculated as a matter of interest, and for comparison with other g laciers, the 
influence coefficients e(n) and g(n) (Nye Ig6S [b] ) and the frequency response (Nye Ig6s[a] ) . 

The influence coefficients e(n) give the response to a unit impulse of al (l). The result is a 
flood wave on the g lacier which is shown in Figures 3a and b. In Figure 3a one sees the growth 
and decay of the wave at selected positions on the glacier, while in Figure 3b one sees the path 
of the wave in an x : t diagram . No te that the wave is not a moving bulge on the glacier SUI-face, 
for a t a ny given time hi increases steadily with x, with no maximum. 

W e have not used the influence coeffi cients explicitly in assessing the future behaviour of 
the g lacier in the neighbourhood of the tunnel portal for the following reason. The future 
behaviour is the sum of ( I) the response to past m ean mass balances and (2) the response to 
future mean mass balances. The past mean mass bala nces of the g lacier have not been 
measured, and in the present state of knowledge it is impossible to infer them fmm m easure
ments on o ther g laciers. (We refer here to the time vari ation of the mean mass balance over 
the glacier surface, rather than the x variation of the mass balance. It is possible to infer the 
latter from other glaciers, but not the forme!'. ) Neverth eless the relevant information on past 
mean mass balances is actuall y present in the g lacier in the form of a distribution of hi (x), a nd 
if h, (x) were known (which it is not), the future response to past m ean mass balances could , in 

5 

4 

0.,9 

3 

hi 

(m) 
2 

O~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
o 20 40 60 80 100 

t (yr) 

Fig. 3a . Computed response of Berendon Glacier to a unit im/JUlse. h, is the increase of thickness in metres. The mean balance 
was taken as + f mlyearji'Oln t = 0 to t = J year and zero at other times. JVumbers against the curves r~fer to the values of 
x l L. For p oints higher liP glacier than x l L = 0.15 the initial increment in thickness begins to decay at once. For /Joints lower 
down the glacier a flood wave builds up and then dec,!)ls 
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100r--------------r-------------,---------~~--._------_r----_r----_.n_"rr~ 
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x/L po r tol 

Fig . 3 b. The same as Figure 3a but showing lines of equal h, on an x: t diagram. The broken line shows Ihe jJrogress of the 
flood wave. JVumbers against curves are the values of h, in meters 
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Fig. 4. Computed frequency response at x = 7 990 m (x/L = 0.91) to a periodic variation in mean mass balallce of ull it 
amplitude. The amlJ/itllde IHI and phase tag </> q{ the response are plotted against the angular frequency w 
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principle, be worked out completel y. This response to past mass balances would of course 
include the present retreat rate as one of its features. Componen t (2) of the future behaviour 
d ep ends on the future cl imate . Iflimits are set to the poss ib le future mass balances, limits may 
correspondingly be fixed fo r the glacier response, and the most convenient way of do ing this 
is by use of the e(n) coefficients. However, in the present ap plication the only information we 
have on ( r) is the present retreat rate, and it is therefore better to use the polynomial m ethod , 
with the ,.\ coeffici ents, that we have described . 

The influence coefficients g(n) follow a pattern similar to that previously found for South 
Cascad e Glacier and Storg lacia ren . 

The frequency response a t x = 7 990 m is shown in Figure 4. The curves are similar to 
those in ="lye ( I965 [a] ) . The curve of phase lag against fr"equency shows a single maximum 
at a period of 52 years. 
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